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v  July 4, 2012: Higgs-like particle discovered and its mass measured 
               è last building block of the SM discovered 

                      Any remaining questions? 

v  why is the SM the way it is? 
                  è search for underlying symmetries/principles, … 

v  find explanation for observed deviations 
                 è flavor physics, dark matter, … 

v  explore different proposals for Beyond SM  
                 è test against theoretical and experimental constraints,…   
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v  find explanation for observed deviations 
                 è flavor physics, dark matter, … 

v  explore different proposals for Beyond SM  
                 è test against theoretical and experimental constraints,…   

v  here Inert Doublet Model: a 2HDM with a dark matter candidate  

   Motivation   



   Inert doublet model   
      take an additional doublet of scalars         
                        i.e. a two Higgs doublet model    
 
                    and impose a Z2 symmetry under which    

Ø  the ‘Inert’ Higgs            is odd 

Ø  scalar potential   

Ø  the SM-like Higgs           and all SM fields are even 
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Ø  assume parameters real       m11, m22, �1, �2, �3, �4, �5 (1)



   The model: parameters   
Ø  minimize the potential   

Ø  can be traded for more physical ones   

Ø  fix  

è left with 5 free parameters 

Ø  due to Z2 symmetry only the SM-like doublet aquires a vev     
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v ⇠ 246 GeV, Mh ⇠ 125 GeV

MH , MA, MH±, �2,�345(= �3 + �4 + �5)MH , MA, MH±, �2,�345(= �3 + �4 + �5)



   The model: parameters and couplings   
Ø  H or A are possible dark matter candidates   

Ø  their couplings to gauge bosons are controlled by SM couplings    

Ø  we choose H as a dark matter candidate,    
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   Constraints   

Ø  vacuum stability, positivity, global minimum   

è limits on couplings, e.g. 

�1 > 0, �2 > 0, �3 +
q
�1�2, �345 +

q
�1�2 > 0

Theoretical: 

Ø  perturbative unitarity, perturbativity of couplings   

e.g. 

from Ilnicka, Krawczyk, Robens: PRD 93,055026 



   Constraints   
Experimental: 



   Constraints: combined   

high complementarity of astroparticle and collider physics  



   Production and decay of   H, A and H+,H-   

Ø  Z2 symmetry è only pair-production of dark scalars   

v  production modes at colliders 

v  decays 

signature: EW gauge bosons + MET 

Ø  predictions do not depend on      , and only marginally on  �1 > 0, �2 > 0, �3 +
q
�1�2, �345 +

q
�1�2 > 0�1 > 0, �2 > 0, �3 +

q
�1�2, �345 +

q
�1�2 > 0

Ø  parameters tested at colliders: mainly masses    



    IDM benchmark points  

JK, Kotlarski, Robens, Sokolowska, Zarnecki JHEP 1812 (2018) 081 



   Low mass benchmarks at the LHC   



   and at 27 TeV LHC   



   IDM at linear e+e- colliders   
production of dark scalars dominated by two processes 



   Analysis strategy   



   IDM scalars at CLIC 



   Results for CLIC studies (using BDT)  

JK, Kotlarski, Robens, Sokolowska, Zarnecki JHEP in press 



v  LHC run III in full preparation è exciting times ahead 

v  Higgs sector special: wrt extensions, additional matter content,  

v  Inert doublet model: simple and interesting 

v  Current collider and dark matter searches highly constraining 

v  Viable benchmarks with with low and high mass scalars 

Ø  predictions for current and future LHC runs 

Ø  detailed analyses for e+e- colliders 
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Ø  predictions for current and future LHC runs 

Ø  detailed analyses for e+e- colliders 

Ø                               stay tuned! 
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   backup: 



   Benchmarks: 
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   dark matter relic density: 

for 100 GeV <~ MH <~ 600 GeV no exact DM  



   Boosted decision trees 



   Boosted decision trees 


